the year of Alexander Misurkin still close to the piers docking compartment as he and the other your chicken continue to get set up to begin today's first spacewalking test container towards you a good view here of the pressurized container that contains the flow control valve one of the main task on the spacewalk list today and you are moving beautifully just beautiful card too beautiful now Sasha can you check behind my back is there anything behind it cool just the radiator do you hear of a circuit holding on to that pressurized
container as he and Lange your chicken

work or actually your cheek and holding

on to the pressurized containers he and

misurkin work their way up the Strela

boom to their first work fights of the

day

shudder shudder yes Lucy what are the

ideas the name is stuck here this is the

only spot your father its authority

central and it does need of my way oh

the wingnut should be facing each other

Oh together a little choice rotating yes

I can see it here in table group

electrical cable cerros topic on pelham
Nicholas tienes un cadeau

dude that I take doona yeah that's where

are you cuz you're some Japanese food no

papa was your kind of breach into a well

I'm still here in 63 handrail yes now on

you to get down I'm gonna go pick up the

nose the boss panel she didn't answer

question cool coop on under your left

arm there is well so you label and a is

that yes it is coo coo the center you're

going to clear with you and to the left

romit with no estes always the oft

mobile official and eight

way to be much better walk yo favorite

island right below you so beautiful yo

00:03:00,459 --> 00:03:13,530
simplest Arizona is crazy the

45
00:03:08,560 --> 00:03:13,530
ferry Tanya sonogram in Miami each other